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F-14 FLIGHT CONTROL LAW DESIGN, VERIFICATION, 
* A4 tuun and VALIDATION 

USING COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING TOOLS 
J Renfrow, S. Liebler, J. Denham 

Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division 

1. ABSTRACT 

The analog flight control computers (FCC's) in the F-14A/D 
airplane are currently being replaced with^.grial FCC s. Thrs 
FCC upgrade will also include significant W ^n™ ^ 
modifications which are designed to improve the auxrafts 
flying qualities throughout the operating ^^J^ 
with engineers from Grumman Aerospace:   thej-lavd Air 
Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) wasj^a as 

the lead activity in the total system development, integration 
and testing of the new digital flight contro  system    These 
tasksÄed the development of improved control laws for 
Li th"e up and away maneuvering flight «J^^» 
thp takeoff and landing configurations.   These control laws 
were dÄed  verified, and validated using computer aided 
^ineenng tools that were available on the main simulation 
computer system as well as desk top computer based systems. 
Ths paper specifically addresses the methods in use for the F- 
14 bffi FUght Control System (DFCS) program  howeve 
many o    he methods used in this effort are currently being 
äppüed to the F-18E/F.V-22 and EA-6B programs 

Incorporation of a control law design into the tlignt 
control Enter's operational flight program requires the 
°e    i eerlo follow specific design and .mplementation jtom 
order to prove the design.   These design ta ksinclude degued 
control law development,    open-loop feedback stability 
roEes   tests   and closed-loop control law performance 
esdr-Theimplementation tasks include coding the design 
no "fall non-linear simulation, verification of the control aw 

execuüon   validation of the control law performance,   and 
cerriKön to ensure the complete system is qualified tor 
fli-ht testin"   Many of these tasks were accomplished using a 
SfinÄear simulation of the F-14 combined with tools 
leveh ped usin- the SIMULINK™ graphical analysis package. 
Ss paper wufc   cuss the complete process from control  aw 
Sgn to piloted evaluation while placing emphasis on the 
tools that were used to complete this effort. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

After many years of operational experience with the F-14A 
aircraft several major  deficiencies in the handling qualities 
havTl U SfiedJ.n the high angle of attack flight regimeas 
well as in the power approach configuration    n the high angle 
of attack flight regime,  the most undes*    f *« 
deficiencies are the transonic Mach (0.7 to Ü.V3) lateral 
dirSnal   control   induced   departure   characteristics. 
Maneuvering flight within these regions requires the pilot to 
Sdbre lateral stick or rudder j^.^ JM^J 
in violent departures from controlled flight.  If the departure 
inducin, controls are held in long enough  the aircraf  will 
progresf towards a stabilized flat spin with angle o   attack 
constant around 80-85 degrees, yaw rate of approximately 180 
de   ees per second, and pitch and roll rates essentia ly zero. 
Under thele conditions, the pilot is experiencing positive six 
o's in the X-body axis direction (eyeballs out) and is virtually 
fneamciLtedI   At lower Mach numbers and moderate angles of 
S ( 20t 30 degrees), a lightly ^F^"*^ 

oscillation (wing rock) degrades the pilot s ability to effective y 
per orm air-togair tracking tasks     In the power appro ah 
configuration  (landing  gear and  flaps down), the  t 14 
generates significantly large adverse s.desiip in response to 

lateral stick inputs. This adverse sideslip, coupled with the 
5Ä5 positive dihedral effecttendsMo excUe the 
Dutch-roll mode. This characteristic significantly degrades tne 
SEA aSy to make accurate lateral line-up con«*«.» 
during the terminal phases of a carrier approach The pilot s 
constantly required to coordinate lateral stick inputs with 
nidderInngVe carrier approach ^.f^^^Z 
overall situational awareness during this critical fligh phase. 

To fix the deficiencies invoWing thedeP^ ure 

characteristics and wing-rock problem JASA-Lan ley 
Research Center engineers designed and ^gt tested 
modifications to the analog control laws. The results of tihese 
tests are contained in references 1 through 3. Du to undn 
constraints, these control laws were never incorporated into tne 
mall^tonrmprrvemdocumented deficiencies as well as 
obtain significant'increases, in flight control.computer 
reliability and maintainability, the Naval Air Systems 
Command launched an aggressive program, to secure fundng 
to upgrade the F-14 analog flight control ^P^« *™,g^ 
nf the irL all dicital flight control computers. The NAWLAU 
witskedt thflead activity in the total ^*^^ 
integration, and testing of the new digital flight con rÜ system 
This dicital flight control computer upgrade will allow tne 
ISA to enhance the high angle of attack depart^ 
resistant control laws developed dunng previous ^htte - 
well as completely redesign the power approach control laws 

TeÄX^SÄ» on ,„. ,7„,?l »«»1 
laws which are being incorporated into the F-14 Dt-UV 

Control Law Design Objectives 

^iBS5 control law design was a completely 
new Secure w^ich capitalizes on the latest methods which 
have been demonstrated on more modern »^ra" P", 
The control law design team focused on m«in^ng *e^y ng 
qualities improvements that could be realized iven^ne 
constraint of the F-14's limited authority control system, witn 

" this limited authority system, the actuator duty cycle is far 
oweX that of modeyrn, full authority fly by wrre contro 
svstems This limitation resulted in design tradeoffs in order to 
Size actuator activity to the greatest extent practicable. 

Control Law Design Methodology 

In order to support the design and dwelopment cycle of an 
aircraft flight control system, it is important to deve ip . 
process combined with a set of design tools which enable the 
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control law desisner to prototype, implement, analyze and test 
a candidate design in a short time period (see Hgure l). 

Figure 1 
Flight Control Law Design Process 

This nrocess must be automated as much as possible, since the 
SrXControl law design will be subject to inumerous 
chan-es during the development cycle of the airplane These 
control law updates can be patched mto the digital flight 
control computers overnight and testing can resume the next 
day on   hePnew design!    Due to this qu.ck turnaround 
capability  the control law engineer must have an automated 
design toil in which the changes can be evaluated from a 
system stability, performance, and safety of flight aspect. 
y    This design process is embedded around the non-linear 

simulation of the vehicle, making it d^irable to formulate a set 
of tools which interface with the main simulation exe*,utive 
and can manipulate the simulation models in order to extract 
and store needed information such as linear models and non- 
linear time histories. The first process is the ability to trim the 
n n-linear simulation at an equilibrium condition and extract 
to models of the vehicle subsystems such as.aerodynamics, 
propulsion, actuator, and sensor systems using   he Linear 
Model Extraction (LME) tool.  These linear models are  hen 
colined 1o form both open and closed-loop linear modeb in 
which the control analysis process can begin. The open-loop 
analysis is accomplished to ensure that the system meete the 
stability requirements outlined in the MIL-F-94JU t i«,nt 
control system  specification.    The closed-loop analysis 
requirements are dictated in the military specification MrL_F- 
8785C   "Flying  Qualities of Piloted  Airplanes .    This 
specification uses a fourth order representation of the closed- 
bop dynamic response characteristics of the airplane to specify 
ne required vehicle handling characteristics.   Since many of 
he cbsed-loop linear representations of airplanes are well over 
100th order models, these models must be reduced to an 
quvalent fourth order model for specification| compliance 

testin«   This model reduction must be accomp ished without a 
significant loss in model fidelity. This process is accompfished 
wtth the Equivalent System (EQS) toolboxOnce; these fourth 
order models have been obtained trom the EQS toolbox as weU 
as non-linear time history data from the Controls Analyses and 
Simulation Test Loop Environment (CASTLb) simulation, 
fhey are down-loaded into the  Flying Qualities Specification 
fFO-SPEC) toolbox which automatically compares the closeü- 
bop models to applicable specifications and generates _a report 
detailing which requirements were met (or not met).   This 
paper focuses on the design process outlined in Figure 1. 

CASTLE Architecture 

support to fight control system development, avionics testing 
accfdent investigations, pilot familiarization, and emergency 
acuueni lnJcb f ' '     •,   variety of aircraft types and training.   To support the wiue vanciy ji 

This architecture delineates models which are generic among 
all aSt from those models which are aircraft specific. 
These generic models include items like the rigid body 
eauation"of motion, atmospheric modeling, landing 
environment (shipboard and land-based), laboratory 
c^mmunbations!ete^The CASTLE architecture also provides 
a user-friendly environment to execute the simulations. 

3 CONTROL LAW DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUES 

Once all of the linear models of the aircraft's subsystems have 
teen successfully obtained, the designer can begin, he[Con ro 

law design ^/i^SÄS 

deficiencies and the control loops used to correct them. 

Table I Deficiency Corrections 

The feedback gains were determined using ^fdard ^ ATLf 
tools for performing classical linear control   system uesign 

For gain selection analyses, an open-loop model is required 
with the loop breaks at the feedback gam locations. 

Once feedback gain imputations are compete the 
closed-loop linear model is computed The dosed-1 oop 
response to various pilot inputs is then ch ecked J° ^™ 
open-loop design objectives were met, the final closed loop 
system eigenvalues are then computed. 

Open-loop Analysis 

Aftpr ill the feedback gaips have been selected, the single- 
bput sngleiXu" (SISO) and multi-inpuf multi-output 
Äos'tabiüty robustness properties of the system must be 
analyzed at the sensor feedbacks and actuator comn andIs to 
ensure the required system performance ^cijicaUons are me 

The frequency response ot each of these loops s 
computed with the other loops closed to ensure the SISO 
robustness specifications (MIL-F-9490) are met 

SISO robustness analysts is a "ecessary step in any 
control system design. However, when the^yste,,s 
multivariable, SISO methods «"not necessarily guarantee 
stability of the closed-loop system if parameter variations 
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occur simultaneously in more than one feedback path. In order 
tp s*ain 'additional confidence in the SISO design, MIMO 
analysis is conducted to determine the effect of uncertainty 
occurring in all loops simultaneously. The two most common 
uncertainty formulations are the additive and multiplicative 
uncertainties. 

As yet no requirements exist for MIMO stability margins. 
However, for the frequency range considered in this case, the 
least conservative MIMO margins actually pass the SISO 
robustness criteria of MIL-F-9490 (6 db GM, 45 deg PM). The 
closed-loop system is not nominally stable, since the yaw rate 
to differential stabilizer feedback path was intentionally 
designed to place the spiral mode at the origin of the s-plane. 
As expected, the MIMO stability margins become arbitrarily 
small for frequencies approaching zero rad/sec. 

Autopilot Sample Rate Determination 

In order to minimize the computational throughput 
requirements, the various autopilot outer loops were evaluated 
during a trade study to determine if the calculation rate of these 
loops could be reduced from the nominal 50 Hertz update rate 
without a significant loss in performance. The goal was to use 
flight conditions from varying parts of the flight envelope to 
ensure that any changes made would be valid throughout the 
envelope. The effect of sampling was minimal at or above 25 
Hz, but loss of phase and gain margins was seen for the 10 Hz 
case. On further study at other flight conditions, 25 Hz was 
chosen as the sampling rate for all autopilot loops. 

Closed-loop Analysis Methods 

The final step of the F-14 control law design/analysis process 
is evaluation of the closed-loop system. This can be 
accomplished by piloted evaluations of the real-time 
simulation, batch mode simulation analysis, and equivalent 
system model analysis. The current fixed-wing military flying 
qualities specification MIL-F-8785C defines aircraft handling 
characteristics in terms of its equivalent system model 
characteristics such as Dutch-roll frequency/damping as well 
as direct transient response specifications such as time to 30 
degree bank angle for full lateral stick input. In order to 
efficiently analyze these characteristics for modern state-of- 
the-art aircraft such as the V-22, F-18, and F-14 DFCS, a need 
was identified to integrate this analysis process within the non- 
linear simulation architecture. 

In the late 1980's NAWCAD and Systems Control 
Technology (SCT) developed a set of software tools for 
computing equivalent system models called EQS, reference 4, 
and performing flying qualities analysis called SCT-SPEC, 
reference 5. In the last several years. NAWCAD engineers 
have re-desi«ned these tools and implemented them as 
MATLAB toolboxes called EQS and FQ-SPEC. These tools 
take advantage of the latest advances in robust model order 
reduction and interactive graphics capabilities. 

The primary motivation for computing equivalent system 
models is that direct extraction of equivalent rigid body 
response modes such as the short-period or Dutch-roll from the 
high-order linear model of a complex flight control/airframe 
combination can often lead to incorrect conclusions about the 
aircraft flying qualities. This is especially true when the flight 
control system contains dynamics in the same frequency range 
as the closed-loop rigid body modes. What is required is an 
equivalent model of the overall system dynamics that 
approximates the combined flight control/airframe system. A 
modal analysis of this equivalent model then yields the 
parameters required for military flying qualities specification 
compliance analysis. Several methods are available for 
determining equivalent system models including i) maximum 
likelihood parameter identification, ii) matching frequency 
response data and iii) model order reduction of a high order 
linear model. Method 3 is used by EQS. Advantages of the 
model order reduction approach is that it is a self-starting, non- 
iterative procedure.    The order of the reduced model can be 

arbitrarily set, giving the analyst much insight into the effective 
order of the system. The EQS process consists of 5 steps 
including i) direct truncation of unconnected modes, u) 
singular perturbation reduction (removes high frequency 
modes), iii) modal truncation (removes less prevalent modes), 
iv) balanced model reduction (removes less prevalent modes) 
and v) computation of equivalent time delay. 

The FQ-SPEC Toolbox addresses the need to efficiently 
analyze flying qualities of a complex airframe/flight control 
system throughout the flight envelope. FQ-SPEC analyzes 
flying qualities by comparing the aircraft model characteristics 
against requirements in the military flying qualities 
specifications such as MIL-F-8785C, MIL-F-83300 and the 
proposed NADC-82146-60. The data used by FQ-SPEC to 
analyze flying qualities comes from the following sources: i) 
the equivalent system model produced by EQS, ii) the high 
order model input to EQS and iii) non-linear simulation time 
histories. 

The equivalent system models are used to test modal 
characteristics such as short-period frequency and damping. 
High order linear models are used to generate time responses 
for specification requirements involving transient response 
parameters such as roll attitude to sideslip angle ratios. High 
order linear models are also used to generate the frequency 
responses to test compliance of specifications involving 
response bandwidth. Non-linear simulation time history data is 
used to determine compliance with specifications involving 
large amplitude control inputs, such as time to achieve 30 deg 
roll attitude using full lateral control input. 

4. SUMMARY 

The design process for a set of flight control laws is an 
intensive and complex task to ensure that adequate flying 
qualities exist over the entire operating envelope of the aircraft 
as well as maintaining safety of flight considerations. The 
principle resource to the control design engineer is the non- 
linear simulation of the flight vehicle. During the 
development phases of an air vehicle, data are continuously 
collected and incorporated into the non-linear simulation as 
new data become available. This requires the control designer 
to re-evaluate the control laws in order to optimize the gams 
and possibly the structure to ensure the original design 
requirements remain satisfied. This is a monumental task for 
complex aircraft systems, therefore, it is of paramount 
importance that an integrated and automated approach to this 
problem be implemented. Due to the numerous aircraft types 
that NAWCAD engineers must analyze, an automated 
approach is of utmost importance. To meet these challenging 
needs, the engineers at the MFS have devised this automated 
control design and analysis approach which is completely 
integrated into all of its aircraft simulations. The result is a set 
of tools that allow the engineer to quickly respond with 
detailed analysis for changes in the non-linear simulation, 
problems discovered during flight testing, incident 
investigations, and life cycle production support to the fleet. 
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